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I. Executive Summary:  
The Playbook for 
Workforce Education at 
Manufacturing Innovation 
Institutes  

 
 

Introducing advanced manufacturing 
technologies at scale is critical if U.S. manufacturing is to keep up 
with global competitors and address the supply-chain problems seen during the 
Covid-19 pandemic.  Yet there is a problem.  Companies, particularly small and 
mid-sized manufacturers, adopt emerging manufacturing technologies – such as 
digital production, robotics and 3D printing - slowly. Too slowly. There is a Catch22 
problem.  Manufacturers are reluctant to acquire new technologies because their 
workforces don’t know how to apply them, yet are reluctant to train their 
workforces for technologies they don’t yet have.1 If manufacturers don’t adopt 
new processes, they impede growth and efficiency.  
 

The 16 manufacturing innovation institutes operate on both the technology 
and workforce sides of this problem, so are well-positioned to help address it.  The 
technology acquisition challenge issue is relatively well-understood.  But what are 
the workforce education approaches that would help?  

 
Although the U.S. needs to accelerate the introduction of advanced 

manufacturing technologies to maintain a strong manufacturing sector, curriculum 
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and education programs tied to these technologies have often not yet been 
created.  While the manufacturing innovation institute program is a modest one 
given the $2.3 trillion volume of U.S. manufacturing output,2 it can help develop 
the workforce education programs needed to fill this technology education gap. 
What are the approaches, then, that the manufacturing institutes could adopt?   
 

The institutes have already embarked on a series of education efforts that 
offer examples of what can be achieved. In carrying out their workforce education 
tasks, institutes must collect workforce education and data, develop education 
content, support standards, and deliver workforce education content. Set out 
below, and grouped under a series of categories, are 14 education approaches 
that, after a review of institute approaches and of workforce education best 
practices, we recommend manufacturing institutes consider.  

 
 

The Top 14 Institute Workforce Tasks: 
 
COLLECT INFORMATION AND DATA: 
 
1) Develop Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) and Competencies  

In order to build education programs and materials, manufacturing innovation 
institutes need to develop a detailed set of knowledge, skills, and ability (KSA) 
elements – detailed statements of what is needed to work in an advanced 
technology. And they need to develop corresponding competencies - the group of 
skills an individual must have to effectively carry out a job.  
 

2) Develop Skill Roadmaps 

In order to support and implement education programs in their technology areas, 
manufacturing institutes need to systematically develop skill roadmaps backed up 
with data that map regional and national skill demand in their technology areas. 
Manufacturing institutes should align their technology and workforce roadmaps, 
so that workforce skill availability keeps up with technology’s evolution.  
 

DEVELOP CONTENT: 
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3) Develop Educational Curricula  

The manufacturing innovation institutes are positioned to fill a critical gap in our 
workforce education system by developing curriculum for new advanced 
manufacturing technologies. The institutes can use the competencies they identify 
and their skill roadmaps to inform the development of educational curricula and 
training materials, in collaboration with industry and educational institutions to 
reflect their needs and ideas. 
 

4) Develop Online Education 

The technologies being nurtured by manufacturing institutes are new and scaling 
up. Education institutions must be able to assemble enough of a student body to 
sustain courses in these new areas.  They, along with manufacturers can use online 
education to reach and train potential workers.  As part of their education efforts, 
then, manufacturing innovation institutes should create online education materials 
that can scale as well as reach particular audiences.  
 

5) Entrepreneurship Education 

The U.S. has relied on start-up companies to introduce new technology advances. 
However, the number of new, start-up manufacturing firms has significantly 
declined. Programs for educating entrepreneurs can be a key support mechanism 
to generate start-ups in an institute’s technology field, particularly for institutes 
whose technologies are “further out” from workplace implementation. Institutes 
could leverage existing entrepreneurship programs and/or develop new ones.  
 

SUPPORT STANDARDS:  

6) Use Credentialing 

The U.S. lacks a good workforce information system, which weakens labor markets. 
Companies lack accurate information on the skills job applicants have, workers lack 
information on the skills they need, and education institutions lack information on 
the skills they should educate for. Creating credentials that are industry-recognized 
can solve this problem, providing employers with proof that candidates are 
qualified, as well as enabling workers to have transportable skills. They also can 
guide education institutions on elements to include in their curriculum. Tech firms 
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like Microsoft and Cisco developed credentialing systems for their software 
systems that proved critical to their acceptance and growth.  Manufacturing 
institutes can consider similar approaches by evaluating existing, industry-
approved credential offerings in their technology areas and working with industry 
as well as education institutions to fill credential gaps.   
 
 

SUPPORT CONTENT DELIVERY: 

7) Build Awareness of Advanced Manufacturing Programs 

American manufacturing shed 5.8 million workers in the 2000s. Not only did this 
hurt the American middle class but students, and critically, their parents, have 
tended to dismiss manufacturing as a source of future good jobs. Driven by the 
aging manufacturing workforce, over two million manufacturing jobs are expected 
to open in the coming decade. Also, manufacturing institutes need to attract new 
talent with advanced skills. They need to assess current and future demand for 
advanced manufacturing skills as part of their skill demand and skill roadmapping 
efforts to design targeted advanced manufacturing awareness strategies.   
 

8) Support Regional implementation 

Alliances with states and local governments, area industry, Manufacturing 
Extension Partnerships (MEPs), and educational institutions will be key to 
disseminating institute workforce development programs. Regional approaches 
can assure the relevance of institutes’ efforts to actual needs and priorities, and 
regional pilots can then be scaled nationally.   
 
9) Train the Trainers 
 
Instructors in community colleges, high schools and industry will need to learn new 
manufacturing technologies. Manufacturing innovation institutes can train the 
trainers. Online education may prove an effective way to reach this group.  
 

10) Support Internships and apprenticeships 

In our economy, the transition between school and work is not always smooth, and 
many students lose their way and miss rewarding careers. There is a growing need 
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to break down this work-learn barrier through internships and apprenticeships. 
Manufacturing innovation institutes can help launch and support these programs 
and ensure their technologies are part of them.  
 

11) Stand up Labs for Education and Prototypes 

Workforce education in advanced manufacturing skills still requires hands-on 
experience. As part of their regional engagements, many manufacturing institutes 
have set up labs with new equipment and technologies plus process knowhow.  
They can serve as hands-on education centers, as well as technology development 
and prototyping facilities for regional industry.   
 

BROADEN THE TALENT BASE: 

12) Reaching Women and Minority Communities 

An aging workforce and increasing numbers of retirees mean manufacturing job 
openings will grow. To fill these positions, manufacturers need to better reach new 
communities, including women and racial and ethnic minorities. Working with 
industry, community college and high school programs to reach these communities 
is key to building a larger and more diverse manufacturing workforce. This 
outreach should be built into all workforce programs. 
 

13) Defense Workforce Engagement 

The Defense Department employs over 80,000 civilian personnel at its major 
depots, arsenals and shipyards to maintain and service its aircraft, combat vehicles, 
ships and other equipment. The depots compete with industry for high-skilled 
workers. Increasing numbers of depot workers have been retiring, and the number 
eligible to retire is growing. Working with the depots can provide a new funding 
source for workforce program development, and train the military workforce in 
advanced manufacturing technologies. 
 
14) Engage Separating Service Members and Veterans  
 
Manufacturers are experiencing shortages of skilled workers. To fill that gap, 
manufacturing innovation institutes have an opportunity to educate veterans and 
those leaving military service in advanced manufacturing skills. These individuals 
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often already have solid technical skills from their military training, and they can 
become an important source of manufacturing talent. Because DOD-sponsored 
institutes have relationships with military services as well as knowledge of their 
manufacturing technology areas, they are in a good position to reach veterans and 
retiring military personnel. Online materials could help scale these programs. 
 
 
 

This list represents a menu of possible programs institutes might adopt.  Not 
all institutes will need to adopt all strategies. Nearly all institutes, for example, will 
need to develop KSA and competencies in their technology areas because these 
are foundational for building other workforce programs.  But programs for 
entrepreneurship education may be relevant to some institutes but not all. Among 
the fourteen, seven stand out as priorities that institutes should undertake because 
they are foundational for other programs:  

 
Develop Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) and Competencies 
Develop Skill Roadmaps  
Develop Educational Curricula  
Develop Online Education 
Use Credentialing  
Build Awareness of Advanced Manufacturing Programs  
Support Regional implementation.  

 
Some, like creating more manufacturing opportunities for women and 

minority communities, should be built into all workforce programs. The “Playbook” 
that follows in section II includes a more detailed discussion of each topic. The list 
of topics will be familiar to many institutes because they are working on a number 
of them. A potentially significant aspect of this exercise is the inclusion of Case 
Studies that delineate tasks required to be successful.   

 
The examples discussed are aimed at the technician and technologist 

education levels, where the education gaps are arguably the most problematic. 
Because this report was requested by DOD ManTech’s EWD program, the 
examples discussed here were drawn from DOD-sponsored manufacturing 
institutes.  However, the Playbook lessons are applicable to all 16 institutes.   
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As a necessary backdrop for the Playbook, a “background” discussion follows 
after the Playbook to set the context for the Playbook and justify its findings. The 
background section, Section III, delineates best practices, drawn from a recent 
National Academies report, that employers and education organizations should 
undertake. When institutes engage in regional programs, they need to partner 
with organizations that are applying these best practices.  
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II. The Playbook:  
for Workforce Education at     
Manufacturing Innovation 
Institutes  

 
 
 

 
Below are education approaches 

manufacturing innovation institutes should 
consider when building their education and workforce development efforts. Basic points 
about each are detailed, followed by specific case study examples.  

 
In carrying out their workforce education tasks, institutes must collect workforce 

education and data, develop education content, support standards, and deliver workforce 
education content. Set out below, and grouped under a series of categories, are 14 education 
approaches we recommend manufacturing institutes consider, along with manufacturing 
institute case studies that show how the approaches can be implemented.  
 

Because the report was prepared for DOD ManTech, the examples are from the DOD-
supported manufacturing institutes. However, the Playbook lessons are applicable to all 16 
institutes. The focus of the report is on programs at the technician and technologist education 
levels, where the education system gaps are arguably the most problematic.  
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CATEGORY ONE - COLLECT INFORMATION AND DATA: 
 

1) Develop Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) and 
Competencies 

 

The need: In order to build education programs and materials, manufacturing innovation 
institutes need to develop a detailed set of knowledge, skill, and ability (KSA) elements and 
corresponding competencies in their advanced technology areas.  
 
KSAs are narrative statements of what is needed to work in a technology field: 

• Knowledge – consists of the subjects, topics, and elements of information that a 
worker should know. 

• Skills – are technical, hands-on proficiencies acquired through training. 
• Abilities – are the demonstrated capacity to apply knowledge and skills 

simultaneously to perform a task.  
Competencies are the group of skills an individual must have to effectively carry out a job. They 
include technical, leadership and behavioral competencies (soft skills).  
 
The task: Institutes, working with industry and education institutions, should evaluate, develop 
and periodically update the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) required in their technology 
fields. These can be used to define competencies, which can then determine what to cover in 
course materials.  
 
Elements:  

• A detailed set of KSAs and corresponding competencies in the institute’s technology 
area should be developed, with industry and education institution involvement.  

• Institutes should have a process in place to periodically update these. 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Case Study, The Training and Certification Program 
(ARMI/BioFab)  

 
The Advanced Regenerative Manufacturing Institute (ARMI), which focuses on biofabrication, and 
its allied BioFab program, have built K-12 through college workforce programs and are now 
launching a new training certification and apprenticeship program. Its health technology industry 
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members are experiencing shortages of skilled technician-level workers. The new program aims 
to reach underserved populations, as well as veterans and students from high schools and 
community colleges. ARMI/BioFab found limited course materials in such areas as tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine. Also, college graduates were not picking up practical 
manufacturing process skills. This program aims to fill these gaps.  

 

 
 

ARMI/BioFab surveyed its 170 member companies for needed skills and competencies, and 
followed up with in-person interviews. Companies sought skills in bio reactors, 3D bio printers, 
cell harvesting, tissue assembly, scaffold fabrication, cell preservation and packing. Critical to the 
program’s evolution was an effort at the outset to develop core competencies and the 
“knowledge, skills and abilities” around which the new training program would be built.  
ARMI/BioFab treated these as modular and stackable skills – not every technician needs every 
expertise.  The program starts with generalist skills and then moves to technical areas. To avoid 
“reinventing the wheel,” ARMI/BioFab identified existing course materials, for both online and 
face-to-face instruction.  
 
The program will have a “quick-start” pilot effort at the ARMI/BioFab site that will include 
apprenticeships and be completed in 2022 with area schools and institutions: Manchester and 
Great Bay Community Colleges, the University of New Hampshire, and the Glouscester Marine 
Genomics Institute. Next, it will expand to additional schools and industry partners around the 
country, and include an industry apprenticeship. But again, core to all these efforts was the early 
effort to identify the critical KSA and competencies. 
 
The goal will be to launch a nationally recognized skills training certificate for bio manufacturing 
technicians that demonstrates they are job ready.  
 

 (Sources: Advanced Regenerative Manufacturing Institute (ARMI), Education and Workforce Development, 
https://www.armiusa.org/ewd; Discussion with Taylor McLeod, Education and Workforce Development 
Projects and Outreach Director, ARMI/BioFab, November 10, 2021) 

 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

https://www.armiusa.org/ewd
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2) Develop Skill Roadmaps 

 
The need:  In order to support and implement education programs in their technology areas, 
manufacturing institutes need to systematically develop skill roadmaps that align with their 
technology development roadmaps.  
 
The task:  Institutes need to regularly study skill demand regionally and nationally. With that 
information, institutes can develop “skill roadmaps.” These can be tied to the institute’s 
technology roadmap, to undertake education planning to meet developing industry skill needs.  
 
Elements: 

• MIIs should engage in both evaluating skill demand and then using this information to 
develop regional and national skill roadmaps.  

• The skill roadmaps should be tied to the institute’s technology roadmap so skill needs 
can be met as technologies evolve. 

• The roadmaps should be a core planning feature in developing education programs.  
• Ongoing data should be collected to evaluate whether the institutes’ workforce 

efforts are affecting and improving skill needs and demand. 
 
Numerous manufacturing innovation institutes have undertaken workforce roadmapping efforts, 
with the labor market analytics firm Burning Glass conducting work for many institutes. Two 
examples of different roadmapping efforts are set out in the two case studies below. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Case Studies: The Photonics Workforce Roadmap (AIM Photonics Academy) 
     and Understanding the Workforce for the Digital Factory (MxD) 

 
Two case studies follow below, the first from AIM and a second from MxD.  
 
The Photonics Workforce Roadmap AIM Photonics Academy, the education and 
workforce development arm of AIM Photonics, developed of a Photonics Workforce Roadmap. 
Photonics involves the application of particles of light (photons) and its manipulation through 
transmission and modulation, which emerged from laser, laser diode and fiber optics fields and 
enables dramatic improvements in electronics and optical communication. The photonics 
industry is emerging, but it has an existing workforce to build from in optics fields, as well as in 
semiconductor processing.  Roadmap findings were based on surveys and then in-depth follow-
up interviews of operations managers from more than 50 photonics firms across the United 
States. These required months of up-front planning, analysis and testing to assure sound results. 
Dr. Randolph Kirchain and his team at MIT led the research, with the roadmap published in 
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February 2021. Research focused on skills needs for the technician and middle-skilled workforce 
over the next three to five years.  

 
The categories and breakdowns that Dr. Kirchain and his team developed and set out below show 
the depth of the analysis process. They asked industry respondents to characterize demand, 
hiring challenges, and training gaps for most middle-skilled technical occupations and four 
selected lower- skilled occupations - electronics assemblers, semiconductor processors, optical 
equipment operators,and ceramics equipment operators. Responses showed strong and growing 
demand for technical workers in the U.S. fiber optics and integrated photonics industry, 
especially for photonics technicians, electrical/electronic engineering technicians, and computer-
controlled (CNC) machine tools operators. The study found a clear need for photonics technicians 
to receive more training in fabricating and assembling optical systems, diagnosing and resolving 
process or product problems, designing and executing testing methods, and recommending 
design changes. 

 

 

The analysis from the study findings projected concrete needs. Middle-skilled and certain lower-
skilled positions within the fiber optics and photonics industry need to grow from around 58,000 
in 2021 to nearly 85,000 by the end of the decade. Accounting for expected retirement and 
separations, this translates to around 42,000 cumulative middle-skilled openings over that time 
period or a need for around 3,500 new middle-skilled workers per year.  

Firms identified strong, growing demand and / or hiring challenges for every type of technical 
occupation evaluated in this study. Five were notable as experiencing moderate to strong growth 
in demand, making it hard for firms to recruit enough talent. 

These occupations are:  
• Photonics Technicians  
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• Electrical/Electronic Engineering Technicians Computer-controlled (CNC) Machine Tools 
Operators  

• Optical Equipment Operators  
• Semiconductor Processors.  

 
The study identified both a clear need for technical workers, and the skill needs of employers in 
this emerging field. These concrete findings based on in-depth analysis in turn enabled a realistic 
and usable roadmap that can be the basis for workforce education planning.  
 

Sources: Drawn from, Randolph Kirchain, Elizabeth Moore, Frank R Field, Sajan Saini and George Westerman, 
Preparing the Advanced Manufacturing Workforce: A Study of Occupation and Skills Demand in the Photonics 
Industry, February 2021, i-iv, 41-42; MIT Initiative for Knowledge and Innovation in Manufacturing (IKIM), 

Photonics Workforce Roadmaps, https://www.ikim.mit.edu/photonics-workforce-roadmap. 
 

 
 

Understanding the Workforce for the Digital Factory - MxD, the digital 
manufacturing Institute, is focused on digital production technologies and processes and related 
workforce education. Working with the Manpower Group, MxD decided it needed to understand 
what digital production would actually look like in a factory setting and the new complementary 
jobs and skills that would be required to accomplish digital production at scale, in order to 
approach workforce needs.   

 
The resulting study found that there will be a series of new work domains that will establish the 
patterns of work, tools and technologies need for digital production and design. The report found 
that the necessary new work domains include: 

• The Digital Enterprise, the overarching digital model organization.  This will be built 
on information systems and work relationship connectivity, as well as research 
partnerships and engagement with external technology communities. 

• The Digital Thread which includes the guidance, integration and security of data 
across the product lifecycle, which must be both interoperable and secure. 

• Digital Design includes the digital tools to design, simulate and plan a product 
through development. 

• Digital Manufacturing and Processing includes digital-enabled tools technologies and 
work that produces and assembles a product line. 

• Digital Product involves the product’s digital data and connectivity to the production 
enterprise so product feedback can be incorporated into subsequent design and 
production. 

• Supply Network includes the technologies and work that supply the components and 
customer. 

Of the 165 new roles, the report found that the new digital systems developed 3 
technician roles, 24 specialist roles, 84 professional roles, 30 engineer roles and 24 
management roles. Most of these roles are envisioned to be within an enterprise. 
However, some key roles could operate outside a company’s boundaries in the broader 
talent system and not always require direct employee of a modern manufacturer.  Some 

https://www.ikim.mit.edu/photonics-workforce-roadmap
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of the domains required more new categories of digitally skilled workers than others. The 
roles represent groupings of skills that optimize the digital environment across the 
domains and each organization will put together the combination of roles into jobs as it 
needs. 

 

 

This was an ambitious effort: to actually think through what a new production facility 
must look like to take advantage of the productivity gains offered by digital technologies. 
Of course, the picture may well prove incorrect in many aspects, but rather than the 
current course of firms adapting incrementally and chaotically, the study has actually 
attempted to envision what will be needed in terms of skills for a new workforce for 
digital production. Clearly, there are opportunities here for a large number of 
complementary jobs, as well as job or task substitution. Most major manufacturing 
nations, including China and Germany, are now pursuing these technologies, but thinking 
through the new skills and corresponding new jobs required for the transition will be key 
to understanding workforce demand and roadmapping it.  
 

Sources: Drawn from, William B. Bonvillian and Peter L. Singer, Advanced Manufacturing (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press 2018), Chapt. 4; MXD and the Manpower Group, The Jobs Taxonomy: Defining Manufacturing Jobs 
of the Future , 2017, https://www.mxdusa.org/taxonomy/.  

 

 

____________________________________________________ 

https://www.mxdusa.org/taxonomy/
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CATEGORY TWO - DEVELOP CONTENT:  
 

3) Develop Educational Curricula  
 
The need: The manufacturing innovation institutes are developing new technologies and 
advances that will require new education and training approaches, so institutes will need to 
develop and support corresponding new curricula and education materials.  
 
The task: Institutes, working with industry and education institutions, should use their 
identification of competencies and KSA and their creation of skill roadmaps to inform 
development of curricula and training materials for their technology areas.  
 
Elements:  

• Applying information from their skill roadmapping and development of KSA and 
competencies, institutes should develop curricula and training in their technology 
areas. 

• These efforts should be undertaken in collaboration with industry and education 
institutions so that the materials fit the needs of these organizations. 

• The collaboration process should help improve opportunities for adoption. 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Case Study: IGNITE, a high school and community college advanced 
manufacturing education program (LIFT, with MxD and America Makes) 
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IGNITE started as a community college-level program that institutes adapted for high schools and 
includes capstone projects and team-building to help motivate students. LIFT, the lightweight 
materials manufacturing innovation institute, launched the program in coordination with the 
digital manufacturing institute, MxD, and the additive manufacturing institute, America Makes.  

The curriculum is based on material the education training company Amatrol, Inc. developed. 
IGNITE aims to help students become skilled manufacturing technicians. It covers both hard and 
soft skills, including reliability, team collaboration, problem-solving, business fundamentals and 
critical thinking. The curriculum modules can be combined into one, two, or three-year programs. 
Starting with a semester on materials science and systems, students can then engage for one to 
three semesters in traditional and advanced manufacturing areas such as quality, measurement, 
controls, CAD/CAM, programming, digital manufacturing and robotics. It includes 
troubleshooting, machine tool expertise and simulations. The third year digs deeper into 
advanced manufacturing and materials topics. In addition to learning key manufacturing topics, 
students also gain solid IT skills as well as project-based experiences built around real industry 
problems.  

Three components form the IGNITE curriculum; these build on each other, helping students 
develop their skills in a dynamic learning environment:  

1) Materials Science: a series of materials science modules are integrated into the 
foundational IGNITE manufacturing modules such as math and science. Each module 
includes a kickoff brainstorming session and final presentation of learning.  

2) Advanced Manufacturing Systems and Processes: this is the most significant portion of 
the IGNITE curriculum, and includes courses on three levels of advanced manufacturing 
and Industry 4.0 areas that can stretch across all three years of the program. These blend 
interactive learning with virtual simulations of various manufacturing technologies to 
help students experience the topics in a project-based setting. They cover a wide range 
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of manufacturing areas, from CAD and robotics programming to programmable 
controllers.  

3) Capstone Projects: In the third year, students work in teams on a capstone project that 
uses industry-specific new technologies and equipment to solve actual industrial 
problems. Student teams research ideas, develop multiple solutions, analyze and select 
the best, build a prototype, and evaluate their results.  

IGNITE leads to industry-recognized credentials from MSSC and SACA. The IGNITE program modules 
can be incorporated in both vocational technical high schools and community colleges. For example, 
Indiana’s community college system, Ivy Tech, uses IGNITE curriculum as a baseline for its new smart 
manufacturing apprenticeship program.  Community college partners offer community college credit 
for completion of the high school program.  Schools in eleven states, primarily in the Midwest, have 
now adopted the program. John Deere, the agricultural and construction equipment company, is an 
industry partner and will financially support the launch of the program at any interested high school.  
The program is not free – there is a charge to offset the web-based development and operating costs.  
IGNITE provides an example of modular curriculum – its modules, developed with industry input, can 
be combined with other programs. Although developed as a three-year high school program, it can 
also be used, particularly its third year, in community colleges.  

MxD has adapted the program with a focus on its digital production technologies. While the first two 
years of IGNITE remain largely the same, MxD changed the third-year curriculum content to include 
course materials and a capstone project involving Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC), Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) and cybersecurity technologies. MxD developed kits to adapt the program to high 
schools, and it has piloted it in Waukegan High School in Illinois, and is taking it to school districts in 
Indiana and Milwaukee. America Makes has also adapted the curriculum. 

Sources: MIT Open Learning, Benchmarking Advanced Manufacturing Education, 38-39; LIFT, IGNITE, 
http://lift.technology/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Ignite-Brochure-9.25.18.pdf and 
https://liftinterim.wpengine.com/lift-and-amatrol-announce-national-rollout-of-ignite-mastering- manufacturing-
advanced-manufacturing-curriculum-for-high-schools/; Amatrol, IGNITE, https://amatrol.com/program/ignite-
mastering-manufacturing/; Discussion with Jacqui Mieksztyn, Talent Strategist, LIFT,  and Phaedra Wainaina, Director, 
Education and Workforce Development, LIFT, Nov. 11, 2021; LIFT, IGNITE, Mastering Manufacturing (2019); Discussion 
with Michael Garamoni, Manager, MxD Learn, Nov. 11, 2021.  

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
4) Develop Online Education 

 
The need: Online courses can allow institutes to scale education offerings to reach new 
audiences. Existing education institutions and companies may not be ready to teach new 
advanced manufacturing fields; online is a way of reaching past the limits of the current system.  
 

https://amatrol.com/program/ignite-mastering-manufacturing/
https://amatrol.com/program/ignite-mastering-manufacturing/
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The task:  Institutes should develop online modules and courses that employers and education 
institutions can use to fill education gaps. Institutes can also consider developing augmented 
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) material for hands-on, online training. These online materials 
can reside on ManTech’s new Open edX platform. 
 
Elements:  

• Institutes should develop online education courses and modules that industry and 
education institutions can use.  

• These materials should be posted and accessible on the ManTech Open edX platform. 
• Institutes should consider developing hands-on VR/AR learning simulations as part of 

their online offerings. 
• Institutes should continually assess their online content offerings, and plan ongoing 

improvements.  
Many institutes have been developing online material; one example is set out below. 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

Case Study: Online Education Courses and Materials (AIM Photonics Academy)  
 

 
 

AIM Photonics Academy, the education and workforce arm of the AIM Photonics manufacturing 
institute, has been at the forefront of developing online curricula for an advanced technology.  
Integrated photonics is an emerging technology, so relatively few education programs offer BS, 
MS, and PhD courses in the field. Given the dearth of face-to-face courses, and the limited 
numbers of students, AIM Academy is creating online courses.  
 
AIM Academy:  

• Has launched seven online courses on an Open edX platform that students in industry, 
government and academia can access, and has five more courses in development.  

• Is creating a virtual lab for community college, college and graduate students that 
includes chip-level simulations, tool-training simulations, and game-based experiences to 
support knowledge of both design and manufacturing. 

• Has a pilot photonics technician-training certificate programs at two Massachusetts 
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colleges and has developed the supporting 12 to 15-month technician-level curriculum, 
which leads to a certificate and credit toward a four-year degree. The program 
incorporates online materials. 

• Has developed three downloadable teaching packages of curricula and supporting 
materials, including slides, testing materials and related questions, in the areas of 
integrated silicon photonics, photonic materials and photonic devices for use by 
educational institutions and companies. 

• Has created a series of Ted-Ed videos on integrated photonics and its manufacturing 
infrastructure to introduce the field of photonics to students in K-12, as well as virtual 
reality (VR) modules that can be integrated into photonics online programs. 

• Has a growing list of university and community college partners on its various projects, as 
well as numerous participating companies. 

• Developed a photonics workforce education roadmap that includes company hiring 
projections for photonics technicians and engineers. 

 
This diverse portfolio of online and blended leaning efforts shows what an institute that commits 
to creating online materials can undertake. But creating online content is a complex process. A 
filmed video of a lecturer or a live video conference fails to take advantage of the learning 
benefits that online can offer. Instead, quality online education should draw on lessons from 
learning science, using asynchronous video. This science tells us, for example, that organizing 
courses into short eight to ten-minute chunks, imbedding challenges into the learning 
experiences, using frequent low-stakes testing, interleaving content elements, and building in 
assessment and feedback loops are all key to effective online education. In-person, hands-on 
instruction can enable kinds of learning that online can’t, so online needs to blend with these. 
Institutes can follow a series of steps in online course development: identify KSA and 
competencies, form learning modules around them, partner with experienced online educators, 
build learning goals, apply learning science elements, and test to improve effectiveness.  
 
AIM Academy presents a good example of the kinds of multifaceted programs - both online and 
in-person, and at technician and more advanced engineering and science levels - that a 
manufacturing innovation institute can provide. ManTech has supported a range of approaches 
at the institutes; the AIM online projects and ManTech’s new Open edX online platform for 
courses provide good examples. Worth highlighting is AIM Academy’s systematic pursuit of new 
advanced education technologies to assist the field in scaling up its training, its development of 
VR modules for hands-on experience in the design of photonic integrated circuits.  
 

Sources: AIM Photonics, Education, https://www.aimphotonics.com/teaching-resources; Communications 
with Julie Diop, Program Manager AIM Photonics Academy, Nov.29, 2021; MIT Open Learning, Benchmarking 
Advanced Manufacturing Education, MassBridge (2021), 36-37; National Academies, DOD Engagement with 
its Manufacturing Innovation Institutes (Oct. 2021), Chapter 3, Task 2(d). 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 

 
5) Develop Entrepreneurship Education 

 

https://www.aimphotonics.com/teaching-resources
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The need: Given the decline in the numbers of start-up and new firms entering manufacturing, 
the innovation institutes could promote entrepreneurship education.  
 
The task: The U.S. has long relied on entrepreneurs and new firms to introduce new technology 
advances, yet the growth rate of new manufacturing firms is in significant decline. Institute 
programs to educate entrepreneurs in institutes’ technologies (such as through collaboration 
with NSF’s I-Corps program) can allow them to engage in technologies that are “further out” 
from workplace implementation.  
 
Elements: Institute entrepreneurship education efforts could include these elements: 

• Institutes could develop entrepreneur outreach programs and educational materials 
(such as through cooperation with NSF I-Corps). 

• Such entrepreneurship education efforts could be integrated into the MIIs regional 
engagement efforts. 

• Bringing entrepreneur teams into programs in institute labs, hackathons, and seed 
funding could be program features. 

• Institutes should continuously evaluate whether these programs reach the goal of 
supporting potential entrepreneurs. 

 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Case Study: Advanced Fabrics Entrepreneurship Education (AFFOA) 
 

Starting at the outset of the American industrial revolution, the textile sector was a mainstay of 
U.S. manufacturing. But most textile manufacturing has long since left the U.S. for Asian nations. 
AFFOA seeks to transform traditional fibers, yarns and textiles into highly sophisticated, 
integrated, and networked devices and systems. It is working to advance the manufacturability of 
disruptive fiber and fabric technologies while building the next-generation workforce. When 
AFFOA was created, it saw that supporting innovative new firms was going to be a crucial task 
because incumbent companies needed to be buttressed by new, risk-taking entrants. 
 
Entrepreneurship education therefore became an early part of its programs, and a series of pilot 
projects are listed below as examples of how manufacturing institutes can engage in 
entrepreneurship education. 
 
AFFOA launched its Advanced Fabrics Entrepreneurship Program (AFEP) in partnership with MIT’s 
Venture Mentoring Service (MIT-VMS) and MIT’s NSF-originated I-Corps program for training 
entrepreneurs. AFEP called for applications from early- stage entrepreneurs with ideas for 
advanced fiber and fabrics products. It selected the most promising, then put them through a 10-
week intensive education program using I-Corps elements, with frequent expert presentations 
and discussions, start-up exercises, and one-on-one mentorship with experts, all aimed to move 
their concepts to product definition. The program promoted pre-commercial enterprise value 
building, and investing in entrepreneurs who would develop new business models around new 
products. It aimed to accelerate the commercialization of advanced fibers, fabrics, and textile 
products, creating new ventures and new jobs.  
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It provided 20 teams of entrepreneurs with access to the AFFOA’s advanced technologies, its 
industrial membership network, and its advanced equipment and facilities. In 2019, AFFOA 
supported nine ventures with prototyping resources; two ventures applied for start-up SBIR 
funding and ~ 60% of the teams formed companies with plans to launch products or services. This 
brought new ideas into the AFFOA network, building ties among manufacturers. The 
entrepreneurs also became eligible for AFFOA’s direct-funding program, discussed below. 
 
AFFOA also created a collaboration between a cohort of students at the Fashion Institute of 
Technology (FIT) and at MIT, bringing together fashion designers and technologists over two 
summer months who worked together on advanced fabric prototyping. Students worked at 
AFFOA, developing product ideas, then prepared product pitches to industry and fiber experts. 
The program introduced technical students to emerging opportunities in advanced fabrics and 
design students to new fabric-based capabilities. This was a pilot to promote interest by future 
designers and engineers in advanced fabrics 
 
In a related effort, AFFOA also hosted a pitch competition that awarded cash prizes to start-up 
members as part of its member meetings. Winners were selected through audience and industry 
member votes.  These high-energy events were a rapid way to introduce its broader membership 
to these companies and encourage follow up collaborations. Hackathons were also a frequent 
tool used to bring in new ideas and talent. These pilot projects contributed to growing student 
interest in advanced fibers and entrepreneurship. 
 
AFFOA’s largest program for entrepreneurs provides direct funding to start-ups through project 
calls. AFFOA, like other manufacturing institutes, had project calls for R&D awards to researchers 
and companies. A number of the resulting projects proved interesting, with a high return on 
investment. One startup, TexDel, scaled up significantly as a result of its $1-million award and 
AFFOA technical and business support it received. It is now using filament yarns as a delivery 
mechanism for vitamins, supplements, pain relievers and a range of medications. It had originally 
planned to license its technology to China, seeking fast revenue. But with guidance from AFFOA, 
it redesigned its business to manufacture its products in the US.  Its products are now available in 
major retail outlets.  
 
Learning from its first project call, AFFOA created a micro-awards program to more quickly 
support start-up companies. These seed funding awards were only the first step; an 
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entrepreneurial firm was also connected to technical experts and U.S. manufacturing capability. 
The micro-awards and the follow-on support offered with them supported a series of startups, 
and AFFOA was able to get these smaller amounts of funding out more quickly and in a number 
of ways more productively than through full project calls. But a key to success was the follow-on 
mentoring, education and collaboration work with the startup.  
 
AFFOA also established an Entrepreneur-in-Residence (EIR) program, where high-potential 
entrepreneurs create new ventures building on institute and members’ technologies. The 
program placed entrepreneurs in the institute to learn about core technologies and to explore 
their potential commercialization. One company that spun out of this program is producing a 
fabric-based tape to tag and track products. It licensed its core technology from AFFOA and uses 
computer vision to encode and read information with a smart phone. 
 

Sources: Advanced Functional Fibers of American (AFFOA), About, https://affoa.org; Discussion with Aimee 
Rose former CTO, AFFOA, Dec. 2, 2021; AFFOA, Case Study on ATEP, https://affoa.org/case_study/advanced-
fabric-entrepreneurship-program/; National Science Foundation (NSF), I-Corps, 
https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/i-corps/; TexDel: Delivering Textiles that Truly Deliver, Textile 
World, Nov. 14, 2018, https://www.textileworld.com/textile-world/features/2018/11/texdel-developing-
textiles-that-truly-deliver/. 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
CATEGORY THREE - SUPPORT STANDARDS:  
 

6) Use Credentialing 
 
The need: Industry- recognized credentials provide employers with job candidates they know are 
qualified and enable workers to have transportable skills. They also guide education institutions 
on what material to include in their curriculum. Manufacturing innovation institutes should 
evaluate existing, industry-approved credential offerings and work with industry to fill gaps by 
either developing new credentials or expanding use of sound existing credentials.  
 
The task: Institutes should evaluate available credential offerings in their technology areas and 
then work with industry to fill credential gaps. They should examine how existing credential 
systems are used and assess potential collaborations with manufacturing associations. If they 
identify existing quality credentials, they can work with industry and schools to expand their use. 
If quality credentials are missing – and they often will be in new fields – they should work with 
industry members to create them. To scale new credentials, institutes should avoid setting up 
credentialing services as short- and mid-term profit centers and instead look to independent 
third-party credential assessment organizations. In developing credentialing efforts, they should 
tap into industry technology experts in addition to human resource officials. They should also 
develop a system to periodically update credentials.  
 

https://affoa.org/
https://affoa.org/case_study/advanced-fabric-entrepreneurship-program/
https://affoa.org/case_study/advanced-fabric-entrepreneurship-program/
https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/i-corps/
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Elements:  
• After evaluating available credential offerings, institutes should develop a 

credentialing strategy and work with industry to fill in credential gaps. They can 
identify and support expansion of existing quality credentials, or they can work with 
industry members to create new ones.  

• Institutes need to help promote these credentials with their members to ensure they 
achieve industry recognition.  

• Institutes should assess on an ongoing basis the value and acceptance of these 
credentials.  

• When offering new credentials, MIIs should have backing from independent 
credentialing organizations to undertake assessments and certifications.  

• Institutes should ensure there is a process in place to regularly update credentials. 
• Institutes should also actively support or convene efforts to develop standards for 

nationally transportable, stackable certificates, using credentialing elements.  
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Case Studies: The Robotics Endorsement Program (ARM) and The Industry- 
Recognized Credential Program (AmericaMakes) 

 
Two case studies follow below, the first from ARM and a second from America Makes.  
 
The Robotics Endorsement Program - The Advanced Robotics Manufacturing institute 
(ARM) initially held discussions with its members and others in the industry and together they 
identified an acute need for technician robotics skills. ARM then worked with its industry, 
academic, and government members to develop Industry 4.0 robotic competencies and 
“Knowledge, Skills and Assessments'' (KSA) elements for the new generation of industrial 
robotics. These new robots are lighter, safer, more collaborative and with autonomous features, 
quite different from earlier “one-task” industrial robots. ARM distributed surveys to defense 
industrial  base companies, manufacturers, unions, facilities in the DOD industrial base (including 
leaders from sustainment centers and depots), and others to identify needed skills and 
competencies. It then held a “solutions summit” and developed 26 core robotics 
competencies and mapped associated career pathways. 
 
New flexible and semi-autonomous robotics technologies were already entering factories and 
ARM found that quality credentials existed that matched ARM’s competencies. Some of ARM’s 
robotics industry partners had already developed solid certifications in this evolving area and 
there was no reason, then, for ARM to compete with them. The key need, instead, was to help 
expand the use and effectiveness of these credentials. It needed to help employers, students and 
workers find the right training focused on critical robotics competencies using the credentials. 
Therefore, the ARM Institute created a new site, RoboticsCareer.org, to help students and 
workers locate education resources in their regions for the required robotics learning 
priorities.  ARM found a wide variation in the quality of robotics programs educational institutions 
were offering; some were current, others were not. 

http://roboticscareer.org/
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ARM is therefore - for a fee - endorsing education institutions, primarily community and technical 
colleges and schools, after evaluating whether their programs cover the competencies that its 
robotics industry members need. Schools that meet ARM’s quality content and assessment 
standards receive an ARM endorsement.  For those that don’t, ARM works with the programs’ 
educators to meet ARM standards. The endorsement assures both students and industry that 
endorsed programs meet high standards. ARM is backed by the authority and expertise of its 
numerous industry and university members. ARM piloted this program with some 20 community 
and technical colleges, and is now expanding it. 
  
How does this endorsement program work? ARM worked initially to develop an auditing program 
with a subgroup that had participated in developing the robotics competencies. The auditors 
were selected for their robotics curriculum knowledge and auditing experience. ARM also trained 
the auditors on its evaluation criteria.  Schools file endorsement applications and provide detailed 
written program materials online. Auditors review the material, including curricula and lab 
programs, and then build a matrix, comparing the school’s program with ARM standards.  

 

 
 
 
The auditors then conduct half-day virtual interviews with school program participants, ensuring 
that the written submissions match up with the oral evaluations. Evaluation questions include: 
Will the assessments the program uses demonstrate needed knowledge and skills? Is the 
program accredited? Is it effectively organized? Does it have demonstrated impact? Is it 
sustainable? And do students get jobs with the program’s credentials? An endorsement lasts 
three years and then a school must submit a new application. Because robotics is a rapidly 
evolving field, schools must provide updates each year on curriculum changes, equipment 
updates, and student success.  
  
The program is now expanding and ARM is working to form what it calls “communities of 
practice” for schools to identify gaps in their curricula, share best practices, and discuss how to 
stay current with evolving technologies such as AI and cybersecurity. ARM hopes to form a 
national community of-practice to continue to advance robotics training as technologies change. 
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Sources: Discussion with Lisa Mascioantonio, ARM Education and Workforce Director, November 11, 2021; 
ARM Robotics Career – Endorsement, https://www.roboticscareer.org/endorsement.  

 
 

The Industry Recognized Credential Program: While the ARM case study, above, 
concerns a program where credentials have been formed but need to be scaled up, the second 
case study from AmericaMakes, the additive manufacturing institute, addresses the development 
of credentials. 
 
AmericaMakes (AM) began with a study of credentialling of advanced manufacturing in general, 
identifying 72 credentials that were industry-recognized, which included some 2,000 
competencies. It assessed them at three skill levels - technicians, technologists, and engineers - 
and found gaps in additive manufacturing elements at each level. 

 

 
 
Using its study as background, along with a labor market and gap analysis, it saw a need for 
additive credentials that were both stand-alone and incorporated into other credentialing 
systems. Working with its industry and education partners and collaborating with independent 
credential assessment organizations, it prepared a series of additive manufacturing credentials. It 
worked with NOCTI (National Occupational Competency Testing Institute), to develop an 
“Essentials of Additive Manufacturing” credential at the high school and community college level. 
Working with NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills), it developed an “Additive 
Manufacturing Smart Credential” at the technician level.  And working with SME (Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers), it developed three credentials: “Additive Manufacturing 
Fundamentals,” “Additive Manufacturing Technician,” and a refreshed “Certified Manufacturing 
Engineer and Technologist.” AM worked with three of the leading independent industry-skills 
assessment organizations. In addition, it worked on micro and digital badges in additive at the 
high school and middle school levels with the FabLabHub.  
 
In each case, AM developed a body of knowledge for the credential based on additive KSA and 
competencies it had created. It assembled teams from large and small companies, university, 
community college and high school instructors, workforce boards and other experts. The team 

https://www.roboticscareer.org/endorsement
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built the curriculum and also assessments - not simply testing but actual performance 
requirements. An independent organization (NOCTI, NIMS or SME) undertakes the actual testing 
and credentialing. Local education authorities and industry and workforce boards implement the 
actual training that leads to the credentials. Some of these credentials are now in full 
deployment, and some in a pilot phase. To scale best training practices as well as to support its 
other programs, AM has formed “AM Nation,” where schools, firms, workforce boards and 
trainers can come together to learn about and apply the credentials. In its numerous regional 
engagements, AM includes these credentials in career pathways it creates with partner 
organizations.  
 

Sources: Discussion with Josh Cramer, EWD Director, AmericaMakes, Jan. 4, 2022; America Makes Education 
and Workforce Development MMX 2021 Update (Josh Cramer), 2021. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CATEGORY FOUR - SUPPORT CONTENT DELIVERY: 

 

7) Build Awareness of Advanced Manufacturing Programs 
 

The need: To build content delivery programs, a prerequisite is to build awareness and interest 
among prospective students and workers.  
 
The task: Because manufacturing shed 5.8 million workers in the 2000s, students, and critically, 
their parents, have tended to dismiss the future of manufacturing as a source of good jobs. Yet, 
driven by the aging manufacturing workforce, over two million manufacturing jobs are expected 
to open in the coming decade. Manufacturing institutes need to assess regional and national 
demand for advanced manufacturing skills as part of their roadmapping efforts to design 
awareness strategies.   
 
Elements: Awareness programs require coordination with area education institutions and 
employers and could include:  

• Presentations and outreach efforts at high schools, community colleges and 
colleges to communicate interest in manufacturing as well as job opportunities in 
the sector.  

• Manufacturing Day-type activities that bring students and parents to area 
manufacturing firms.   

• Education of school administrators and guidance counselors. 
• Development of online and video materials on manufacturing careers. 
• School competitions and project-based learning experiences.  
• Internships at employers or at manufacturing institutes.  
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Case Study – FlexFactor (NextFlex) 
 

Flex Factor, developed by NextFlex, the flexible electronics manufacturing institute, is a combined 
outreach, engagement, and STEM education program that takes students about five weeks to 
complete. It was developed to introduce students primarily in high school to advanced 
manufacturing technologies, entrepreneurship, and education and career pathways. The program 
was designed to showcase manufacturing careers and help students develop the critical thinking, 
creative reasoning, and problem-solving skills to pursue them. 
 
FlexFactor can be incorporated into existing high school classes. It challenges small teams of 
students to identify real-world problems, then conceptualize advanced hardware products to 
address those problems, build business models to implement them, and finally pitch their 
product ideas to an industry panel of judges. A program cohort is typically a class of 
approximately 30 students, who are divided into teams of four or five. A product might be a 
flexible-electronic diabetes patch to communicate blood-sugar problems to patients and doctors. 
A FlexFactor program manager for the project coordinates all the efforts between industry, 
higher ed schools, high schools and student participants. Area community colleges can sponsor 
the program to build interest in their schools. Core program elements include an industry tour, a 
community college tour, and mentored STEM workshops. At the end of the program, teams pitch 
their product ideas to a panel of flexible electronics and advanced manufacturing experts from 
industry and community colleges. Winning teams from participating classes can participate in a 
FlexFactor finals round at a higher education school in front of an audience. The program can be 
conducted virtually, in-person, or in a hybrid format.  

 
FlexFactor launched in Silicon Valley and has successfully expanded nationwide, from Lorain 
County Ohio to the Huntsville-Decatur area of Alabama. The program is currently expanding to 34 
areas. 

 
FlexFactor exposes students to technically skilled workers, community-college students and 
engineers. To make a successful pitch, students must research STEM concepts, thinking through 
complex, open-ended problems while learning about new career paths.   
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To assess results, a survey asks student to self-report impacts. Over 75 percent reported an 
increased interest in a STEM careers and 84% reported on a new future interest area. NextFlex 
says the program is still too young to track employment results.  Approximately 7,000 students 
have come through the program to date.  

 
NextFlex, with funding from an Office of Naval Research grant, is now working with seven other 
manufacturing institutes to spread the program. These institutes will modify the curriculum and 
projects to focus on their technology areas and to expand FlexFactor’s reach.  
 
NextFlex is also now working to set up a connecting program, called FlexFuture, to break down 
work-learn barriers and to further enhance student interest in manufacturing careers. Here, a 
community college will first adopt the FlexFactor program and then work with area companies to 
offer work experiences to community college students.  Santa Clara County is testing the program 
and NextFlex plans to expand it to 16 areas. 
  

Sources: NetFlex, FlexFactor https://www.nextflex.us/learning-programs/flexfactor/; NextFlex News, 
FlexFactor is Changing Lives One High School Student at a Time, Jan 17, 2018 https://www.nextflex.us/news-
events/news/flexfactor-changing-lives-one-high-school-student-time/; FlexFactor, The Future of 
Manufacturing (brochure), 2020; Discussion with Emily McGrath, Education and Workforce Director, 
NextFlex, November 11, 2021.   

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

8) Support Regional implementation 
 

 

https://www.nextflex.us/learning-programs/flexfactor/
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The need: To increase their impact, MIIs need to work with regional companies and educational 
institutions to pilot workforce development offerings.  
 
The task: Institutes should undertake workforce activities in the regions where they have 
facilities, programs and a concentration of companies that can benefit from institutes’ education 
offerings. Alliances with states and local governments, industry, Manufacturing Extension 
Partnerships (MEPs), and educational institutions will be key to disseminating institute workforce 
development programs. Regional partners can assure relevance of EWD efforts to actual needs 
and priorities, and regional pilot programs can then be scaled nationally.    

• Where possible, workforce programs should collaborate with local MEPs to reach 
small and midsized manufacturing firms.  

• Institute workforce programs should collaborate on developing education material 
with area community and technical colleges, as well as universities and firms.  

• Since employers tend to want skills for sets of integrated technologies, institutes 
should consider active collaborations with other institutes.   

• Institute workforce programs should assess how both their national and regional 
programs can best intersect for mutual support. 

 
Elements:  As part of their regional engagement efforts, institutes should consider:  
• Forming regional engagements with industry, education institutions and state and 

local governments; 
• Evaluating, before embarking on regional efforts, the required level of engagement 

(financial, human, etc.) to meet the expectations of regional partners; 
• Reaching small and mid-sized manufacturers, including through area MEP programs; 
• Offering a broader range of advanced-manufacturing education through 

collaborations with other institutes.  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Case Study: MassBridge (AIM, ARM, NextFlex, AFFOA, American Makes and 
LIFT) 
 
Although the MassBridge project is only in its first phase, it represents an attempt to build a 
network of partners, including six institutes, to create a state-wide advanced manufacturing 
curriculum. With DoD ManTech funding starting in late 2020, the project brought together 
Massachusetts state agencies to build a manufacturing technician-training program that can 
serve as a national model for regional implementation of advanced manufacturing 
education. This effort, led by the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative and its Center for 
Advanced Manufacturing, includes the state’s Executive Office of Education, community colleges, 
the state’s manufacturing extension program MassMEP, area universities, vocational high schools 
and employers.  
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The goal of the MassBridge project is to develop and test a well-connected, state-based training 
and career pathway model - a “Bridge”- for manufacturing technicians, that spans the gaps 
between current state-wide advanced manufacturing programs and the offerings of six of 
the Manufacturing USA Institutes. The curriculum will be deployed through community colleges 
across Massachusetts, starting with four participating schools, to pull students along a pathway 
toward careers in manufacturing institute technologies. It will have pathways to universities for 
students who want to continue their education, and vocational and academic high schools will 
also be connected to the system. 

The program’s key deliverable is an integrated state-wide advanced manufacturing education 
program that will be developed in three phases: 1) project formation and curriculum 
development, the current phase, 2) piloting curriculum and adopting lessons learned and 3) 
statewide deployment. The project will also lead to a stackable set of training programs that will 
be made available for other states to replicate.  

Sources: MassTech Collaborative, MassBridge, https://cam.masstech.org/massbridge; MassTech, Mass. Wins 
DOD Grant, Oct. 23, 2020, https://cam.masstech.org/press-releases/massachusetts-wins-32m-dod-grant-
develop-national-model-manufacturing-technician 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
   

 
 

9) Train the Trainers 
 
The need: Instructors in community colleges, high schools and industry need to be educated in 
the new manufacturing technologies. Institutes can train the trainers, who will play a significant 
role in scaling their technologies. Online education may prove an effective way to reach this 
group.  

https://www.manufacturingusa.com/
https://cam.masstech.org/massbridge
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The task: As part of their education programs, institutes should launch “train-the-trainers” 
programs to scale up workforce readiness. An important way to reach instructors may be 
through online content that ties to advanced manufacturing equipment at institutes, companies 
and education institutions where hands-on training can occur.  Institutes should also try to reach 
factory and shop-floor leaders who play a critical role in introducing new technologies into their 
firms.  
 
Elements: To launch train-the-trainer programs, institutes can: 

• Develop online materials aimed at reaching instructors based on an institute’s 
competencies and KSA. 

• Work with industry and education institutions to test and validate online materials for 
trainers, as well as identify hands-on training opportunities at institutes, firms and 
education institutions.  

• Collaborate with regional partners. 
• Partner with companies to train shop-floor leaders. 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Case Study: Regional Train-the-Trainers Programs (AmericanMakes) 

 
AmericaMakes (AM), which supports additive manufacturing, was the first institute to launch, in 
2012, and has engaged in a number of regional workforce education efforts. What began with a 
$1 million award to form a workforce education network in Ohio of middle and high schools has 
expanded with a $3.5 million state award to reach community colleges. The effort involves the 
Ohio Manufacturers Association, an active state-wide network of manufacturing firms, as well as 
the Ohio Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) and the state’s Educational Support Service 
Centers. AM placed a “train-the-trainers” program in additive technology at the center of this 
project. 
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AM drew from its Air Force project, “Design for Additive,” a program that covered key additive 
skills. It redeployed this content for its training program, with a pilot at Eastern Gateway 
Community College (EGCC) in Youngstown, Ohio. The additive content then was embedded into 
existing EGCC instruction and course materials. AM is also building a new additive manufacturing 
lab in Youngstown which will have additive manufacturing equipment: composite and polymer 
printers, a laser powder-bed fusion printer for metal printing, as well as a large format polymer 
printing machine, along with supporting equipment. It uses this equipment to train EGCC’s 
instructors.  
 
AM worked with each of the three manufacturing departments at EGCC - the CAD department for 
a design for 3D instruction element, the maintenance department for a Maintenance Technician 
Additive program element, and the machining department on an additive credential.  With AM, 
the 12 instructors in the departments built additive features into their courses and AM trained 
them in new technologies so they could teach the new course content. So, in parallel, it educated 
instructors on additive, trained them on additive equipment, and in worked with them on 
imbedding additive elements in their courses. That has resulted in both revamped courses with 
additive content and instructors fluent in it. AM’s Ohio train-the-trainers program has also 
reached high school faculty and principals. Following the EGCC pilot, AM is expanding to Utah, 
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and beyond. It is inserting additive not only into the three initial 
areas at EGCC - CAD, maintenance and machining - but into other manufacturing fields as well, 
such as mechatronics, electronics, engineering, and digital. 

 
The train-the-trainers program is a “best practice” feature that AM is building into all its regional 
workforce education engagements.  

 
Sources: Discussion with Josh Cramer, EWD Director, AmericaMakes, Jan. 4, 2022; America Makes Education 
and Workforce Development MMX 2021 Update (Josh Cramer), 2021. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
10) Support Internships and apprenticeships 

 
The need: There is growing interest in breaking down barriers between working and learning 
through apprenticeships and paid internships, especially in manufacturing.3 Institutes can launch 
and support these programs.   
 
The task: Many institutes created internship programs to introduce students to manufacturing 
careers, so skills students learned in classrooms became current and enduring.  Collecting data 
on results from these programs will help determine if they are valuable. The programs can 
transition to true apprenticeship and longer-term paid internships at companies for full earn-
and-learn training.  
 
Elements: Apprenticeship and longer-term paid internship efforts could include these elements: 
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• Institutes can engage in regional collaborations with employers, educational 
institutions, workfoce boards and state and local government agencies to ensure that 
advanced manufacturing technologies are part of these programs. 

• Workforce boards, which increasingly work in many parts of the country to expand 
apprenticeship programs, can be allies in forming new programs in advanced 
manufacturing.  

• Institutes should collect data on student and company experiences with the work-
learn/internship programs to evaluate their performance and make improvements. 
 

 
 

Case Study: apprenticeship programs (Apprenticeship Carolina) 
 
A number of institutes have started apprenticeship programs. For example, ARMI/BioFab, the 
biofabrication institute, is developing its “training and certification” program to educate and 
certify skills in bio-manufacturing fields, described in a case study above. It is now adding an 
apprenticeship/internship experience to prepare students for full-time work, which it is piloting in 
its own lab space, with a pilot apprenticeship cohort with college experience, military service, or 
transitioning from other careers.  It has identified 15 regional centers where it believes 
apprenticeships in bio-manufacturing could work.  

 
Another example is MxD, the digital manufacturing institute, which is developing an 
apprenticeship program based on success it had piloting one with the College of Lake County, in 
Waukegan, Illinois, a comprehensive community college. Drawing on expertise from its members, 
particularly Siemens, MxD worked with the College of Lake County to adapt its curriculum to 
include an apprenticeship, with a focus on digital manufacturing and cybersecurity.  A third 
example is AmericaMakes, the additive manufacturing institute, which has established a series of 
additive apprenticeship programs recognized by the Department of Labor, and with New Mexico 
and Ohio. 
 
These institute programs are still scaling up. However, a number of states, including Wisconsin, 
Kentucky, North Carolina, Colorado, Connecticut and Michigan, are all working on apprenticeship 
programs that include manufacturing companies. South Carolina has a statewide apprenticeship 
program that has become a national model, with lessons for institutes: 
 
Apprenticeship Carolina, named a national model by the U.S. Department of Labor, provides 
companies free apprenticeship consultants who manage the paperwork to register 
apprenticeships with the U.S. Department of Labor, advise on state employer tax credits of $1000 
for each apprentice, and connect them to programs in area technical colleges. Apprenticeship 
Carolina was formed in 2007, and has grown to 37,155 apprentices in 2019 working in 1,185 
companies that operate in all 46 South Carolina counties and with all 16 of the state’s two-year 
technical colleges.  
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The program, then, has become a crucial link between the state, the state’s technical college 
system, and employers. It complements readySC, formed in 1961 to design workforce training 
systems for state employers. Both Apprenticeship Carolina and readySC are housed in the state’s 
Division of Economic Development, underscoring their economic importance to the state.  
 
South Carolina’s technical college system itself was established by Ernest Hollings, the state’s 
innovative governor, in the early 1960s. Many states compete by trying to lure firms to relocate,  
offering tax benefits and other financial incentives. South Carolina instead works to attract 
companies by offering them a well-trained workforce, which has become an increasingly effective 
strategy. South Carolina has been particularly effective in bringing German manufacturing 
companies to the state, including BMW, Mercedes, Bosch, and a number of their suppliers.  
 
Most apprenticeships in South Carolina start after high school (although there are now also 276 
youth apprenticeship programs). They typically consist of the two “work-and-learn” components: 
on-the-job training at the workplace and job-related technical instruction at the local technical 
college. As apprentices’ skills progress, their pay increases under a set formula. Both sides, then, 
have incentives to improve skills—the apprentice, who can gain higher pay and status, and the 
company, which gains a more qualified worker. The BMW Scholars program offers full-time 
students at three local technical colleges the opportunity to work up to 20 hours per week at 
BMW’s Spartanburg auto plant while they complete their two-year associate’s degree. 
 
Manufacturing institutes have an opportunity, as more states look to expand apprenticeships, to 
work with these programs or create similar programs to ensure that advanced manufacturing 
skills are included. 
 

Sources: Discussion with Taylor McLeod, Education and Workforce Development Projects and Outreach 
Director, ARMI/BioFab, November 10, 2021;  Discussion with Michael Garamoni, Manager, MxD Learn, Nov. 
11, 2021; W. Bonvillian and S. Sarma, Workforce Education, A New Roadmap (MIT Press 2021), 194-199 (see 
sources cited)  199-206; Discussion with Todd Berch, Connecticut Department of Labor Apprenticeship 
Manager, Nov. 23, 2021; Connecticut Department of Labor, Office of Apprenticeship Training, 
https://www.ctdol.state.ct.us/progsupt/appren/appren.htm; Discussion with Helen Carpenter, Melissa 
English and Denise Miller, Colorado Department of Labor and Employment, Apprenticeship Colorado, Nov. 
16, 2021; Colorado Apprenticeship, Resource Directory, https://cdle.colorado.gov/offices/office-of-the-
future-of-work/apprenticeship-colorado; Apprenticeship Carolina, By the Numbers, 

https://cdle.colorado.gov/offices/office-of-the-future-of-work/apprenticeship-colorado
https://cdle.colorado.gov/offices/office-of-the-future-of-work/apprenticeship-colorado
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https://www.apprenticeshipcarolina.com/by-the-numbers.html;  Brookings Institution (Joseph Parilla, Jesus 
Leal Trujillo and Alan Berube), Skills and Innovation Strategy to Strengthen U.S. Manufacturing – Lessons from 
Germany, 2015, 25, https://www.brookings.edu/research/skills-and-innovation-strategies-to-strengthen-
manufacturing-lessons-from-germany/. 
 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
 

11) Stand up Labs for Education and Application      
Prototypes  

 
The need: Workforce education in advanced manufacturing needs to include hands-on training. 
As part of their regional engagements, manufacturing institutes should set up education and 
prototyping labs. 
 
The task: Well-equipped labs can serve as technology development and prototyping facilities for 
firms, as well as education centers for hands-on learning.   
 
Elements:  

• Institutes can develop lab facilities that support both prototyping and experimentation, 
as well as hands-on training.  

• Institutes can partner with schools and firms to assure strong utilization of these lab 
facilities. 

• Programs to bring in small and mid-sized manufacturers who need to see, test and 
educate their workers on the new technologies are particularly important. 

 
A number of manufacturing institutes use their advanced equipment centers as part of their 
workforce education efforts.  Two examples are cited below. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Case Studies: Learning Lab and LEAP (LIFT and AIM) 
 
Learning Lab – LIFT has paired its IGNITE high-school program, described in a case study above, 
with its Detroit Learning Lab of advanced manufacturing equipment.  IGNITE, as discussed, is a 
community college-level program adapted for high school students, with capstone projects and 
team-building exercises. Detroit high school students come to the Learning Lab two days a week 
for the hands-on part of their program, and two evenings a week there are programs in robotics, 
welding and CNC machining using the Lab’s equipment. Students can complete their capstone 
projects in the Lab. Some 112 students are enrolled in the Learning Lab offerings, where they can 
receive NIMS industry credentials.  

https://www.apprenticeshipcarolina.com/by-the-numbers.html
https://www.brookings.edu/research/skills-and-innovation-strategies-to-strengthen-manufacturing-lessons-from-germany/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/skills-and-innovation-strategies-to-strengthen-manufacturing-lessons-from-germany/
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Labs for Education and Prototypes - LEAP labs, supported by the MassTech Collaborative through 
AIM Photonics Academy, provide another example for education and prototyping. Massachusetts 
has funded five LEAPs across the region at MIT, Worchester Polytechnic Institute, Quinsigamond 
Community College, Western New England University, Springfield Technical Community College, 
Stonehill College and Bridgewater State University.  The schools use these facilities in their 
education programs, enabling companies and faculty to work directly with students on projects 
and workforce education programs. At MIT, the LEAP creates a campus hub for the packaging and 
testing of both electronic and photonic chips. The facilities were funded with $11.1 million in 
advanced manufacturing capital grants from the state.  
 

Sources: Discussion with Jacqui Mieksztyn, Talent Strategist, LIFT,  and Phaedra Wainaina, Director, Education 
and Workforce Development, LIFT, Nov. 11, 2021; Aim Photonics Academy, LEAP – Lab for Education and 
Application Prototypes, https://www.aimphotonics.com/projects; Masstech Colaborative, Massachusetts 
Center for Advanced Manufacturing, LEAP Network capital awards, https://cam.masstech.org/cam-
programs/lab-education-application-prototype-leap. 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

CATEGORY FIVE – BROADEN THE TALENT BASE: 
 

12)    Reaching Women and Minority Communities 
The need: With an aging workforce creating job openings, manufacturing needs to better reach 
new communities, including women and racial and ethnic minorities.  
 

https://www.aimphotonics.com/projects
https://cam.masstech.org/cam-programs/lab-education-application-prototype-leap
https://cam.masstech.org/cam-programs/lab-education-application-prototype-leap
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The task: Manufacturing has a rapidly aging workforce.  Roughly 3.8 million workers are over age 
55. More than two million manufacturing jobs are expected to open up because of retirements 
in the coming decade. Historically, manufacturing predominantly employed men. Data from the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics indicates that manufacturing is 29.5% female, 79.7% white, 10% 
African American and 17.3% Hispanic. As manufacturing becomes more highly skilled, making a 
stronger effort to reach underserved communities is becoming increasingly important. Institutes 
can work with industry, community colleges and high schools to reach these communities. 
 
Elements:  

• Institutes should work with regional partners, including companies and education 
institutions, to deliver workforce education to more women and minorities. 

• All institute workforce programs, from awareness building to regional workforce 
programs, should include outreach to these communities. 

• Online education can be one way to scale outreach to these communities. Although 
online education to date has tended to reach more affluent and whiter populations, 
there are successful ways to reach these groups online. 

• Institutes need to regularly collect data on program participants to evaluate program 
effectiveness.  

 
Most manufacturing innovation institutes are engaged in outreach to these communities.  LIFT 
does this through its Detroit lab-based education programs, Nextflex through its FlexFactor 
program, and AIM Academy through its technician-training certificate programs. This work is 
highlighted in other case studies. But a critical point is that connections with these communities 
won’t work well if embedded in single, stand-alone projects, they need to be built into all the 
workforce efforts.  
 
 
 

13) Workforce Engagement at DOD’s Industrial Base 
Background; The DoD employs over 80,000 civilian personnel at its major depots, arsenals and 
shipyards to maintain and service its aircraft, combat vehicles, ships and other equipment.4 By 
law, the DOD must include the “Organic Industrial Base” (OIB) in its maintenance and repair 
efforts. This depot workforce requires high skills, and competes with the private sector for 
qualified personnel. Yet, increasing numbers of depot workers have been retiring.5 Each of the 
military services has faced workforce challenges in maintaining its facilities, where much of the 
equipment is aged and past its useful life.6 The DOD needs to systematically plan and prepare to 
hire, train and retain the workforce it needs to support its vital maintenance and repair mission.7 
The manufacturing innovation institutes could play a role in bringing both advanced production 
technologies and new workforce skills to the DOD organic industrial and contractor industrial 
base. 
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The need: The DoD has a significant need to upskill the workforce at both its contractors and at 
arsenals, shipyards and depots.  These DOD-related employers could be logical workforce 
partners for DOD-backed institutes. 
 
The task: The DOD industrial workforce will need new advanced manufacturing skills. Institute 
workforce education programs could actively pursue such collaborations.  
 
Elements: Institute defense workforce efforts could include these elements: 

• Institutes could engage with depots, shipyards and arsenals as well as defense 
contractors in workforce education programs. 

• Military services could provide funding support and the potential to scale up the MII’s 
workforce program to meet skill needs.  

 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Case Study: The JROBOT Program (ARM) 
 

The Advanced Robotics for Manufacturing (ARM) institute partnered with Warner Robins Air 
Logistics Complex (Warner Robins), through DOD’s cross-agency Joint Robotics Organization for 
Building Organic Technologies (JROBOT). The JROBOT group established a forum to bring 
together representatives from the OIB that increasingly need robotics skills, with R&D and 
technology organizations including ARM.  
 
The forum has led to three “summits” involving ARM, identifying different levels of robotics skills 
needed at DOD OIB facilities. The resulting detailed design reviews and demonstrations led to the 
establishment at Warner Robins of two new categories of positions, Robotic Operator and 
Robotic Maintainer. Given the technology changes, a need for three new job classifications and 
nine jobs in the robotics area has now been identified. 
 
There have been challenges getting these new positions formally recognized by the DOD. For 
example, painting by robotic processes has replaced standard in-person painting, making it far 
safer and more precise.  However, the robotics technicians that program and operate the robots 
are not paid more than traditional painters because the new classifications haven’t yet been 
approved, despite the higher skill sets required. This means Warner Robins is still facing 
challenges in hiring and retaining the skilled robotics operators it needs. The federal 
government’s Office of Personnel Management is reviewing these DOD job classifications and 
Warner Robins is continuing to pursue this.  
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Introduction of robotics technologies, then, requires significant workforce adjustments, and ARM 
is an ally assisting on both. ARM is also working with Warner Robins to help improve area robotics 
education programs and is using its RoboticsCareer job matching site to help Warner Robins find 
robotics technicians.  

 
These ARM and Warner Robins collaborations have led to $5M in efficiency savings at Warner 
Robins over the past two years from implementation of robotic systems. This JROBOT activity 
serves as a “best practice” model for other institutes with deployable technologies, like additive 
manufacturing through America Makes, and digital manufacturing through MxD. The DoD already 
has established the Joint Additive Manufacturing Working Group (JAMWG), which could be an 
enabler for these approaches. Some initial efforts are underway between America Makes and the 
JAMWG. This could build upon the existing Joint Technology Exchange Group (JTEG), operated by 
the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS), which aims “to improve coordination in 
the introduction of new or improved technology, new processes, or new equipment into 
Department of Defense depot maintenance activities.” 
 

Sources: Background material from National Academies of Sciences (NAS), DOD Engagement with Its 
Manufacturing Innovation Institutes: Phase 2 Study Final Report, October 2021, Chapt. 3, Task 2B; U.S. 
Government Accountability Office, “DoD Depot Workforce: Services Need to Assess the Effectiveness of Their 
Initiatives to Maintain Critical Skills,” Report to the Subcommittee on Readiness, Committee on Armed 
Service, House of Representatives, December 2018; Todd Lopez, Improvements to the Organic Industrial 
Base Prepare Services for Future Fight, Defense News, March 19, 2021; U.S. Government Accountability 
Office, Military Depots: Actions Needed to Improve Poor Conditions of Facilities and Equipment that Affect 
Maintenance Timeliness and Efficiency, Report to the Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate, April 2019; 
Congressional Research Service, Defense Primer: Department of Defense Maintenance Depots, In Focus, 
November 7, 2017 (Updated December 9, 2020); Jared Serbu, Forthcoming Army plan seeks to ‘transform’ 
organic industrial base, Federal News Network, October 14, 2020; NAS discussions with Greg Hudas, DoD 
Program Manager at ARM, Shane Groves, Chief Robotics Engineer at Warner Robbins ALC, Steve McKee, 
NAVSEA, 2021; Discussion with Lisa Mascioantonio, ARM Education and Workforce Director, November 11, 
2021; ARM Robotics Career, https://www.roboticscareer.org; National Academies, DOD Engagement with its 
Manufacturing Innovation Institutes, 39-42; Joint Additive Manufacturing Groups, Defense Innovation 
Marketplace, Connecting Industry and the Department of Defense, accessed at 

https://www.roboticscareer.org/
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https://defenseinnovationmarketplace.dtic.mil/mantech-jamxg/; Joint Technology Exchange Group, see 
https://jteg.ncms.org/about-jteg/jteg-charter/. 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

14) Engage Separating Service Members and Veterans  
 
The need: Manufacturers are experiencing shortages of skilled workers. To fill that gap, MIIs have 
an opportunity to educate veterans and those leaving military service, who often have basic 
technical skills as a result of their military training.   
 
The task: Military veterans can be an important source of talent for manufacturing jobs if they 
receive workforce skill training. A number of manufacturing innovation institutes already 
participate in LIFT’s “Operation Next” for departing military personnel (as well as for National 
Guard and military spouses). Online materials could help scale these programs. 
 
Elements: Institutes could consider training programs for veterans and military personnel moving 
to civilian status that include these possible elements: 

• Institutes could work in concert with other institutes to develop training efforts that 
reach veterans, including participating in Operation Next.  

• Institutes could develop online materials for this effort. 
• Institutes that undertake these approaches should track job placements and follow 

whether graduates are applying their new skills and knowledge.  
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Case Study: Operation Next (LIFT) 

 
Operation Next, led by LIFT, the lightweight metals and materials manufacturing institute, was 
launched as a pilot in 2018-19 at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. It began as a blended-learning training 
and credentialing program for soldiers in their last six months of service. It has since expanded to 
include the National Guard, spouses of service personnel and veterans. Successful participation 
results in nationally portable, standards-based, industry-recognized credentials in high-demand 
manufacturing fields. 

The pilot enrolled 101 soldiers (in honor of the 101st Airborne Army Division) in two training 
tracks: Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) Machining and Industrial Technology Maintenance 
(ITM). The program includes e-learning (on an Amatrol e-learning platform) mixed with time with 
real-life trainers.  The in-person training can be at a local community college or at an employer 
worksite. The training leads to National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) credentials. 

https://defenseinnovationmarketplace.dtic.mil/mantech-jamxg/
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The entire Operation Next curriculum can be started and completed in six months while soldiers 
are still on active duty.  

 
 
Operation Next contains the following program elements: 

• Connection to Separating Military: Working with military base leadership, Operation Next 
provides an opportunity for transitioning service members to gain in-demand technical 
skills As noted, it has been expanded to veterans, National Guard and service spouses. 

• Introduction to Advanced Manufacturing Careers: With area employers, business groups 
and other partners, individuals tour manufacturing facilities, meet with company leaders 
and learn about manufacturing job and career opportunities. 

• Self-Assessment: At the outset of the program and in each subsequent training module, 
students can earn ‘credit’ for skills they already have. So each student’s journey through 
the program is customized to fit their know-how and experience. 

• Selection of Major: Based on this background in the manufacturing sector, participants 
select their program of study: CNC Machining or Industrial Tech Maintenance. 

• Self-Paced Concept Training and Simulated Hands-on Learning: The training, including 
simulated hands-on applications, requires only a computer and an internet connection, 
and can be done anywhere and anytime. 

• Hands-on Application and Skills Assessment: As online milestones are reached, soldiers  
participate in hands-on lab activities at nearby community college partners on 
manufacturing equipment. The work is all competency-based. 

• Credential Earned: Once students have completed the learning modules and work on the 
equipment, their performance is assessed and they receive a NIMS credential. 
Credentials can be stacked to other community college programs. 

• Transition to Jobs: Students are engaged with employers throughout their training, and 
these relationships that can lead to employment opportunities. 
 

As of the fall 2019, the pilot program at Fort Campbell had met its initial goal: 101 soldiers were 
either in training or had graduated and earned one or more credentials. Of those who completed 
their training and earned a credential, 87% had accepted a job in manufacturing. Since the pilot, 
the program has significantly expanded to reach the Michigan National Guard, the Florida 
National Guard and Reserves, the Wisconsin Guard and Reserves, seventeen military bases and 
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facilities in the Hampton Roads, Virginia area, and military facilities in Alabama, upstate New York 
and Hawaii. It now reaches over 1500 individuals.  
 

Sources: Material from, LIFT, LIFT’s Operation Next Hit Goal, Sept 23 2019, https://lift.technology/lifts-
operation-next-hits-goal-of-providing-training-to-101-soldiers/; LIFT, Operation Next: Preparing Military for 
the Most In-Demand Advanced Manufacturing Careers, Nov. 9, 2020, 
https://lift.technology/event/operation-next-preparing-military-for-the-most-in-demand-advanced-
manufacturing-jobs/; Operation Next, Powered by LIFT, https://www.opnextjobs.com/#null; Discussion with 
Jacqui Mieksztyn, Talent Strategist, LIFT,  and Phaedra Wainaina, Director, Education and Workforce 
Development, LIFT, Nov. 11, 2021. 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

*** 
 
The above list of 14 approaches represents a menu for the institutes of possible programs to 
pursue.  Among the fourteen, seven stand out as priorities that institutes should undertake, 
because they are foundational for other workforce programs:  

 
Develop Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) and Competencies 
Develop Skill Roadmaps  
Develop Educational Curricula  
Develop Online Education 
Use Credentialing  
Build Awareness of Advanced Manufacturing Programs  
Support Regional implementation.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://lift.technology/lifts-operation-next-hits-goal-of-providing-training-to-101-soldiers/
https://lift.technology/lifts-operation-next-hits-goal-of-providing-training-to-101-soldiers/
https://lift.technology/event/operation-next-preparing-military-for-the-most-in-demand-advanced-manufacturing-jobs/
https://lift.technology/event/operation-next-preparing-military-for-the-most-in-demand-advanced-manufacturing-jobs/
https://www.opnextjobs.com/#null
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III. Background: Optimal 
Approaches to Workforce 
Education  

  
Manufacturing institute workforce programs 

can’t be developed in a vacuum. Against the backdrop of 
American manufacturing decline, we need an innovation-oriented advanced manufacturing 
response. This section sets out how partners of the institutes – education institutions and 
employers - might contribute. Below is a brief list of what best practices the institutes should 
look for in selecting their partners.  

 
The discussion below - which covers program content and curriculum design, content 

delivery and program design, and scale-up for implementation - summarizes relevant parts of a 
recent National Academies study.8   While several of these points have been noted above as 
tasks institutes should pursue, they are briefly reiterated here if they are also a best practice for 
institute education or employer partners.   

 
1) Approaches for Program Content 

 
Embrace stackable certificates and shorter-term programs. Educational institutions should 

provide shorter-term certificates, based on competencies related to needed skills, that can be 
stacked toward degrees.9 Shorter certificate programs can help meet the needs of students with 
limited time as well as of employers with particular skill requirements. Degrees that take two 
years or more will still be necessary because community college and college degrees continue to 
be key to career-long employment, but shorter-term credentials, if stackable, can also ensure 
there is a pathway toward additional skills and to a degree. 
  

Use modular approaches to deliver customized programs with standard quality. Creating a 
series of modules that can be mixed and matched to form certificates and degrees can fit more 
specific regional employer needs. Education institutions should cooperate with employer groups 
to develop these. Advanced manufacturing is creating a series of new manufacturing 
technologies and processes, and shorter modules can allow participating schools to choose 
those that best match regional needs.10 Also, updating specific modules should prove easier than 
revising full courses or programs, ensuring quality and content standards.  
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Tie certificates and degrees to industry credentials. A growing number of employers want 

the assurance that an industry-approved credential provides. This is a best practice for institutes 
but also for employer and education partners, so is also briefly summarized here as well as in the 
Playbook. Schools that embed industry-recognized credentials into their certificates can better 
meet employer needs; often academic credentials alone do not demonstrate skills.11 Today, 
there are confusing numbers of industry credentialing systems, many of which don’t cover 
newer advanced manufacturing skills.  Also, different regions tend to adopt different regional 
skill credential systems, while other regions have not started this process.  But the value of this 
step to both employers and employees is significant and should be part of a workforce strategy.  
 

Emphasize systems thinking in the core curricula. Current manufacturing training typically 
requires “how” skills to operate a particular piece of production equipment, but advanced 
manufacturing will require students to have critical-thinking skills. Advanced manufacturing 
workers will increasingly need to acquire fluency to run the new, connected factory, including an 
understanding of production systems, processes, supply chains, and basic management. 
Therefore, an understanding of the “why” and not just the “how” will be required.12  Curriculum 
content will have to reflect this new systems requirement.  
 

Add more specialized advanced manufacturing options to a core curriculum around systems 
thinking. Advanced manufacturing will introduce a suite of new technologies, from robotics to 
digital production software, 3D printing, data analytics, and new materials and composites so a 
series of new technology skills will need to be added as spokes to the hub of systems skills.13  The 
advanced manufacturing “technologist” will be able to learn through combined online and 
hands-on and “learning-by-doing” approaches, mastering the hub then learning an industry’s 
particular spokes.   

 
Break down the work / learn barrier to add work experience to education, including through 

apprenticeships. Education institutions need to collaborate closely with employers on both 
content development and content delivery. As noted in the Playbook, above, institutes should 
collaborate as well. To briefly reiterate the Playbook point, offering work components that range 
from paid internships to more formal registered apprenticeships can enhance students’ 
education experiences. Manufacturing is inherently “hands-on” and involves “learning by doing” 
– and work-learn/internship or apprenticeship experience can reinforce content acquisition.  

 
Schools also need earlier career and education guided pathways that don’t add additional 

certificate or degree time but replace less essential material with real-world, project-based 
learning from internships and apprenticeships. This can emphasize competencies as opposed to 
traditional academic “seat time” approaches.14 This work/learn approach moves students toward 
practical learning that reinforces education-acquired knowledge, provides a paying pathway to 
afford additional education, and moves students toward career opportunities. 

 
Education institutions should build remedial education elements into career programs to 

raise completion rates: A major problem at community colleges is low completion rates; in many 
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cases only one third of entering students complete their programs. A major cause is that most 
students have gaps in their education, particularly in math, that require remedial courses that 
must be completed before students get to college-level technical courses that can lead to jobs. 
Too many get frustrated with this delay. Programs that move students directly into technical 
courses at the outset, with the remedial material embedded within them that clearly relates to 
job skills, can achieve much higher program completion rates.15  
 

 
2) Approaches to Program Delivery  

 
Create collaborations between employers and schools. Employers provide most workforce 

education, and will continue to need to provide training in their firm’s product-specific skills. But 
can they better cooperate with education institutions and each other for delivery of more 
general manufacturing skills?  Smaller manufacturers often have to shift their most skilled 
employees off production to train others, an inherently inefficient step. A better allocation of 
training roles could improve efficiency and help in the movement toward advanced 
manufacturing.16  

 
 Wherever possible, then, groups of employers should cooperate on providing workforce 

education programs to reduce the risk and cost to individual employers.17 Cooperation also 
enables smaller companies with variable employee needs to participate in ongoing programs, 
making demand peaks and valleys more manageable. Better still are programs where primes, 
regional small and medium enterprise (SMEs) suppliers, and education and labor programs can 
band together. Education institutions can help manage the infrastructure for these consortia, 
taking on the administrative burden for the group and providing ongoing coordination with 
partners as well as advisory boards. 

 
Create statewide industry and community college coordination mechanisms. A state-wide 

organization that brings together the state’s manufacturers, which can link to a working 
consortia of the state’s community colleges, as suggested above, can be effective in delivering 
strong, state-wide manufacturing workforce education.  This ongoing industry and school 
collaboration can be a key to developing solid new programs and keeping them current.18  

 
 Reach new entrant, underemployed, and incumbent workers. We need to develop 
education programs that can reach all three categories of these workers.19 A program for 
incumbent workers requires close coordination with employers, and this helps keep programs 
for other students attuned to industry needs. In turn, community college and employer 
programs can also reach high school students, breaking down the gap between school and work 
and better linking high school students to work opportunities and employers to potential 
employees. The curriculum must also work for underemployed and incumbent manufacturing 
workers.  
  

 
3) Approaches for Scaling-up Program Implementation  
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Use online education technology to reach many more students and workers.  As the 

Playbook noted, online education can be a valuable tool in reaching more students and 
enhancing classroom instruction.20 This is a best practice for institutes but also for education 
institutions and their employer collaborators, so is briefly noted here.   Offerings will need to be 
blended for manufacturing training, combining face-to-face with online education. New 
technologies such as virtual and augmented reality can increasingly be embedded in online 
programs, helping with the learning-by-doing that is so critical in manufacturing training, and 
offsetting limited time for hands-on training on equipment.  And online can more easily keep up 
with new technology advances.  

 
Ensure access to advanced manufacturing and full-scale equipment. Because of the cost of 

advanced manufacturing equipment, there is a significant challenge in getting students hands-on 
learning. As noted in the Playbook, institutes can assist with this, but it also remains a major 
issue for schools so is briefly noted here. Employers want students who have actual experience 
with the latest production technologies. In addition to providing efficient student access to 
equipment, providing companies access can help them test and experiment with new 
equipment, evaluate new production processes, and assist in training their workers. New 
equipment availability creates a win-win opportunity for both students and employers. 
Equipment sharing arrangements between community colleges, employers and high schools can 
be a key step.  
 
 Create a thinking community for continuing content development and delivery across area 
schools and industry. To keep scaling up the best content, existing content will need ongoing 
upgrading and new elements, requiring continuing collaborations between regional education 
institutions, particularly community colleges, and manufacturers, to foster content and content 
delivery updates and new programs.21 So an energized thinking community that brings together 
the key actors for this ongoing process will be important.  
 
 
 There have been significant new developments in improving the quality of workforce 
education offered through education institutions and in cooperation with employers, as set out 
above.  These developments provide background for and can help guide the ways that 
manufacturing innovation institutes engage in and form their workforce education programs 
with company and education partners. If institutes can plug their advanced manufacturing 
program efforts into ecosystems of institutions undertaking a number of the above practices, 
they will have positive outcomes.   
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